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To help Commonwealth governments and 
institutions use distance and open learning 

for sustainable livelihoods



Distance learning: 
Increase access through flexibility and affordability



Open TVET?



Pre COVID 19



Post COVID 19



Open TVET



COL’s Skills in 
Demand model:
Pathway 
of change



Country Partners - TVET and industry Skill in demand From pilot to scale

Nigeria Yaba College of Technology

Computer and Telecommunication 
Engineers Association of Nigeria 
(COMTEAN) 

Computer and mobile phone repair, 
business skills

Projected demand for ICT skills

Pilot 80MCs + 500 
apprentices

Scale
2022 – 1,200 + 12,000
2023 – 3,000 + 30,000 pa

Zambia Luanshya Technical Business College

Nakadoli - informal furniture co-
operative
Kubu Crafts - formal furniture making 
company

Carpentry and upholstery, business 
skills

Furniture making industry - one of 
nine ‘quick wins’ for job creation

Pilot: 11 MCs, 50 
apprentices

Scale: > 1,000 co-
operatives, 100,000 
trained

Tuvalu Tuvalu Atoll Science, Technology and 
Training Institute 
(NZ Building and Construction Industry 
Training Organisation)

Public Works Department

Construction

Build and maintain Tuvalu 
infrastructure, including post cyclone, 
emigration choices

Pilot: 60 unskilled 
construction workers
Now extended to schools

Scale: Higher level 
construction skills, other 
skills, other countries



Co-design – workplace plus online learning

- Genuine partnership based on 
trust, developed over time

- Project design workshop

- Collaborative design and 
development of

- High level design

- Assessment process 

- Learning activities

- Digital resources

- Agree support process and 
roles



Co-capacity building – COL, TVET, industry

- COL capacity building 
- Industry plus educator teams

- Develop templates – SARA, storyboarding

- Workplace plus online learning
- How to videos

- Virtual mentoring 

- Demonstrate, practice, ongoing feedback 
until competent

- Moodle implementation course

- Online courses in development

- Technology support
- Moodle development space

- Moodle instance

- Workplace supervisor training



Practical skills pedagogy

- Move from difficult and conscious 
to innate

- Build muscle memory (cf sports 
training)

- Blend with 
- How to think – theory, experience, 

problem solving
- How to be – attitude, craftsmanship

- Observation and imitation

- Practice – ‘feel the wood’ ‘read 
the dough’

- Importance of feedback 



How far can you go online?

- Observation – videos

- Part imitation through simulations/VR with 
automated feedback

- Step wise introduction to complex processes
- Gamification 
- Options for diverse experiences
- Require equipment as for workshops

- Online support resources
- Checklists, processes, templates, manuals

- Online portfolio of evidence of competence
- Videos, conversations, job sheets etc

- Only real materials offer the practice to 
- ‘feel the wood’ ‘read the dough’ 
- Experience and problem solving, craftsmanship
- Online works when the ‘real materials’ are digital https://awo.aws.org/2016/04/virtual-reality-is-revolutionizing-welding-education/



No simulations, VR or AR?

- Only take you so far, still 
imperfect

- Cost to license or develop, 
limited openly licensed options

- Cost to use – equipment, devices 
and data 

- Workplace context enables 
affordable practice

- Long term - could be a wonderful 
supplement to COL’s model

https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1523905



Develop digital resources – Zambia, Nigeria
- Practical skills development

- Online video demonstration, resources, 
instructions, some support

- Workplace imitation, practice, feedback, 
support

- Practical assessment of workplace 
activities

- Portfolio of digital evidence of competence, 
naturally occurring where possible

- Theory 
- Online resources and support

- Assessed online, professional conversations

- Openly licensed to achieve scale









Existing materials - Tuvalu



Online/offline design



Working within national TVET systems
Quality assurance processes 

- Registration of workplaces to meet 
standards

- Assessor training

- Assessment of competency

- Practical skills - competency important, 
not how it was achieved

- High stakes examination (Nigeria, Zambia)

- Validated online portfolio (NZ)

- Moves to online portfolios increase 
flexibility and affordability



Influencing policies for TVET

- Initial government support

- Government agency involvement 
in advisory groups

- Events
- Webinars

- Launch events

- Monitoring and evaluation



Conclusions
Online development of practical skills is not yet possible (except for digital 
skills)

Online assessment of practical skills developed at a distance is possible 
through online portfolios of digital evidence

Distance TVET is possible using online for theory, learner support and as a 
repository for resources (learning and evidence of competence), and 
workplace infrastructure and people to practice and assess practical skills 

Workplace plus online learning models require significant up-front 
investment in capacity building and resources development, but offer the 
promise of increasing access through affordability and flexibility, while 
maintaining quality and relevance when embedded in national TVET systems

For disadvantaged learners, openly licensed simulations and VR could 
support online development of the first steps towards practical skills
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